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July 4, 1978
Lone Pine
Aaron and I each took 25mg 2-CD. about 11:00AM. The material was
remarkably terrible in taste and, we were in somewhat of a serious
mood as we took it. Aaron has a dream the previous night and
thought sequence prior to ingestion of 2CD which led us to anticipate
a potentially serious profound experience. The onset of the effects
was slow and quiet much light sensitivity for me and I wore sun
glasses. Slight queasiness when there was pressure on my abdomen none otherwise. Light sensitivity began about 20 minutes after
indigestion; queasiness to abdom pressure disappeared about 11:30.
No hallucinations. no visual or depth distortions, no affective
flanges. no insights, basically no changes, but a feeling of
intoxication nonetheless. There was no enhancement of tactile
sensations except enhanced physical genital provocations. Much
like intercourse + marijuana. There was a slight increase in verbal
exchange and we developed a case of the munchies! --- no anorexia.
no analgesia. The experience was a +1 and over in 3hrs. (A period of
enhanced mental clarity during that time.

July 4, 1978: Lone Pine, California.
Aaron: took 25mg. of 2CD at 11AM, two hours after a light breakfast
of cereal.
mental set: expected a sensuously provocative material (there had
been OH's experience) but the evening before had bad a dream in
which I was in continuous danger in a Nazi-occupied European town.
This dream led me to wonder if I was not about to encounter a
frightening area in myself.
experience: material is bitterer than most and gave me some internal
revulsion which lasted half an hour followed by very slight
queasiness. Then followed a mild intoxication with some sensuousness
of feeling not unlike marijuana TG and I made love and both agreed
there was some increased genital sensitivity. We relaxed, after love.
smoking and talked easily and clearly. There was no auditory or
visual enhancement. The experience closed after about two hours with
no feeling left over of intoxication or increased mental clarity.
conclusion +1; subjective feeling that the dosage was a bit light or
that the substance itself is very mild in effect.

